Safety and comfort in a single solution

Basic configuration

Micro-ventilation
It’s a 6-mm gap between the sash and frame, allowing the window sash to be opened just enough for ventilation without losing much heat.

Guarding your home
Securing locking elements make it hard to break-in to your home through the window, which is especially important for private houses and appartments located on the first or the upper floors of high-rise buildings.

Checking the position of the sash
Wrong operation safety device with sash lifter won’t allow the handle to turn while the sash is tilted inwards, preventing the sash from opening and ensuring smooth operation of your window.

Basic safety
The basic configuration already includes two points equipped with security elements, thus increasing the window’s security against break-in.

Additional options

Adjustable ventilation level
Step-by-step ventilation allows you to adjust the sash opening gap between 12 and 20 mm to ventilate your room with the required intensity.

Enhanced security
Equipping hardware with safety pins can significantly increase the security level by simply replacing the standard locking plates with security plates.

Decorative covers
The choice of different-color decorative covers for hinges allows you to use Sx Hardware with various window lamination options.

Child’s safety
Our special child lock prevents the dangerous situation of your child opening the window.
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